FDOED GOST MINIMIZATION OVER A LEONTIEF SUBSTITUTION SYSTEM (*)
par Gary J. KOEHLER, Andrew B. WHINSTON and Gordon P. WRIGHT ( 2 ) Résumé. -Using Bender's décomposition method and properties of a Leontief substitution system t a formulation for solving fixed cost minimizations over Leontief substitution Systems is presented.
It has been pointed out in the literature [2] that Bender's décomposition method appears useful as a solution strategy. Using Bender's .method and the properties of a Leontief substitution System, a solution procedure is specified for solving fixed cost minimization problems over a Leontief substitution System. Preliminary results indicate that for some large problems, this procedure is a viable alternative to procedures specified elsewhere [4] , A Leontief substitution System is characterized by a constraint matrix having exactly one positive element per column and non-trivial rows [3] . Substitute activities are identified by columns whose positive éléments fall in the same row. A salient feature of Leontief substitution Systems is that one and only one activity is optimal for each set of substitute activities.
Consider the problem Min/(;c) subject to
where A is m by n and Leontief, x is n by 1, b is m by 1, and ƒ (•) is a quasiconcave function of the fonn : Using Bender's décomposition method [1] , an approximation to the outer problem is now given. Let N dénote the number of times the inner problem has been solved. Also, let n[ be the dual multipliers to the constraint set
Ax = b
at the solution of the inner problem at the / th itération. Likewise, let TC| be the dual multiplier to the constraint set x < ly at the f 1 itération. The approximation to the outer problem is For computational purposes, it is bénéficiai to note that if A k is recursive [4] , as is usually the case, then [^i]" 1 is easily computed.
As an example, consider an arborescence-structured production and inventory system. Let xf, yf, and rf be, respectively, the production, end-of-period inventory, and known requirements at facility K in period /. For illustrative purposes let the number of facilities be 2 and the number of periods be 3.
The arborescence model is
Minf(x t y) n° mai 1974, V-2. here / = 100.
Continuing in like manner and using all alternative optimal points to form constraints, the following was found. 
